
What people are saying about....

something, 
         anything

Harrill’s writing and directing is sensitive in the best way possible, highlighting small details of behavior 
sharply but unfussily. And [Ashley] Shelton’s performance has a steady intensity that gives o! a so" but 
beautiful light throughout.
 - Glenn Kenny, Some Came Running

4 out of 5 stars. Writer-director Paul Harrill’s debut is an impressive accomplishment, and one particularly 
remarkable for the de"ness of touch with which it addresses such profound issues as religion, identity and 
personal fulfillment. 
 - Julie Dawson, TV Bomb

4 out of 5 stars. A concise, fascinating exploration of American life, making pointed use of Southern cultural 
values for a more universal story…
 - Josh Slater-Williams, The Skinny

4 out of 5 stars. Intimate, thoughtful and understated.
 - Steven Neish, Hey U Guys

4 out of 5 stars. Peppered with quiet intensity, Something, Anything navigates both social realism and the 
sublime with de"ly mediated restraint.
 - Cameron Ward, One Room With a View

Warm and incredibly humane....Harrill's ultimate message might be expressed in a hushed whisper of 
humility, but that doesn't make it any less significant.
 - Patrick Gamble, Cine-Vue

A wonderful debut!....Shelton’s performance is beautifully sensitive and gripping....For once in my life I would 
welcome a sequel.
 - Philip Wyn-Jones, Chapter 

Deeply moving....Harrill’s film feels highly personal and contains an undercurrent of sadness that feels 
heartbreaking...
 - JJ Murphy on Cinema 

Gentle, melancholy.... Recommended.
 - Matt Prigge, Metro NYC

Wonderful!
 - BlackBook

A striking work… Some of he best filmmaking to come out of [the South]…a real discovery.
 - Peter Labuza, Cinephiliacs
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